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Virgil’s Aeneid has frequently been read purely as an ode to Augustus and a 

“glorification of Rome” because of the historical context in which Virgil wrote. But this 

“orthodox reading” as Parry shows is very much a reductive one, for the character of Aeneas is 

not simply a Homeric hero. Instead, Aeneas is also a character that has a role in an institution 

that has a will above his own. Intertwined with the fate of Aeneas, the creation of Rome also 

brings a great deal of suffering and sorrow. Moreover, in contrast to the glory of Rome, this 

empty tragedy is immortalized as the work’s artistic content (Parry 122-123). However, Parry’s 

artistic reading of the Aeneid uses instances of textual analysis to identify isolated themes. This 

has the effect of prioritizing the tragic themes of the work above the meaning of the scenes in 

connection with each other. Instead, by reading the themes that Parry has observed through as a 

continuous whole, one discovers that the two dimensions of the Aeneid do not find unity in an 

artistic consolation but are different stages of the emergence of a true political order.  

Specifically, Parry argues that Aeneas’ failed assertions of heroism during the destruction 

of Troy (114), the fleeting image of Aeneas’ dead wife (112), and his leaving Dido (115) all 

show a tragic tone and Aeneas’ powerlessness against the greater destiny of the nation (113). 

And this tragic tone continues through the work and presents a critique of (a) the carnage of war 

as a consequence of nation-building (109,117), (b) the importance of the nation (116,122), (c) the 

powerlessness of individuals as agents of history (118, 120), and (d) the unheroic acts they are 

forced to take. Ultimately, the main spirit of the work is exemplified in Aeneas’ lamination of 

Troy, which foreshadows and frames the work as a piece of art that sheds light on the human 

condition of pleasure derived from pain (122). Although Parry’s interpretation of the three scenes 

from the first four books does accurately draw out a profound sense of sadness and tragedy, if 

one treats the three scenes in relation to each other, each contains the reason for the tragedy and 
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the opening of a future that transcends the tragic past. Since Parry’s analysis of the first three 

scenes establishes the tragic tone, the primarily focus is placed on (a) showing the relationship 

among the three scenes along with recontextualizing Aeneas’ lamentation, (b) the minor textual 

evidence that connects these scenes, (c) how this relationship continues in the later scenes that 

follow, and (d) a critique of the artistic unity that Parry claims to exist between the glory of 

Rome and human suffering. 

Parry interprets Aeneas’ maneuvers with his men during the fall of Troy as repeatedly 

failing in asserting himself as a hero, and this failure frames Aeneas as a victim of destiny (114). 

However, this portrayal presumes that Aeneas’ role (at least partially) is that of an isolated 

individual distinct from the social world and acts for the sake of himself. Instead, Aeneas exists 

as taking different social roles throughout the work. And the difficulties that he encounters as he 

carries out his role are not attacks on his individuality but a reflection of the state of the 

institution that he serves. For it is evident from the scene in which Aeneas’ father refuses to flee 

that Aeneas’ role, in the beginning, is purely a role of submission with the guidance of piety, not 

that of a free individual. He first tries to carry his father into the mountains, but after his father 

asserts his will in dying with Troy, Aeneas decides that he too wants to die despite the explicit 

instruction from his father to flee (Virgil 2.751,759,771). In this scene, Aeneas submits to his 

father’s will to die with no objection while maintaining his piety by not fleeing. Aeneas shows 

no sign of doubt but carries out his role swiftly. Moreover, this lack of individuality also exists in 

Aeneas’ previous maneuvers, for his aim has the clear duteous end of “sav[ing] the city in 

flames… rush onto swords and die” (2.414,415). At this stage, Aeneas is still serving under the 

gods and leaders of Troy, and his actions are the acts of a servant who knows that his “gods… 

are gone” and the “Priam and his country” are dying (B2 344, 411,424). Thus, the difficulty that 
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Aeneas faces is merely a human parallel of “Troy in ashes” (B2 751). Aeneas’ role as a servant 

of Troy only shifts into the role of a leader through the commands from three different 

authorities (a) the societal authority, Hector (2.340), (b) the divine authority, Venus (2.727), and 

(c) the familial authority, Anchises (2.825). And these commands from these three authorities are 

affirmed in three different events. First, the leadership is affirmed by the divine sign of crashing 

thunder from the sky (2.816). Second, the leadership is granted on a familial level (a) 

symbolically when Anchises agrees to follow Aeneas’ lead and (b) actually when Aeneas carries 

his father holding the household god, with his son on his side, and wife behind (B2 834-852). 

Third, the leadership is affirmed on a societal level when Aeneas discovers his people waiting for 

his lead to the fated land (B2 940-950). So, in conclusion, Aeneas cannot be seen as an 

individual who is a victim of destiny. On the contrary, the fall of Troy presented in book two 

shows the transition of Aeneas into the leadership role within both the family and the society 

with divine affirmation.   

Regarding the scene in which Aeneas loses his wife, Parry analyzes that Aeneas’ wife’s 

existence as a fleeting image draws from Homeric imagery but with an additional element of 

“sadness… loss… frustration… [and] insubstantiality” (112). However, this sense of sadness is 

not purely negative, for Virgil quickly shifts the scene (in two lines) to a great number of 

surviving men and women along with the natural imagery of the rising, “brilliant morning star” 

(2.943,948). Virgil also draws attention to the Greek occupation of Troy (specifically Priam’s 

Citadel) to mark the end of the past and the opening of the future (2.950). So, Aeneas’ liability to 

catch his wife’s image, yielding to fate, and lifting up his father does not represent a tragic 

submission to destiny. Instead, Aeneas’ submission is a positive act that brings about a glorious, 

proud future that his wife prophecies (B2 924, 927). So, the sadness that Parry observes exists 
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only in contrast to a future that leaves the past behind. And this optimism at the end of book two 

further reinforces the positive transition of Aeneas’ role. 

Although Virgil begins the plot in medias res (the significance of which will be discussed 

later), chronologically, Aeneas’ lamination of Troy occurs between his departure of Troy and his 

affair with Dido (1.535-566). Parry argues that Aeneas’ feeding “his soul on empty picture [of 

the Trojan war]” allows himself to find a sense of consolation from the pain of the past (Parry 

122). However, it is questionable that Aeneas derives consolation from the sorrow represented 

by the picture. For Aeneas does not claim that it is the artistic representation of suffering that 

brings about salvation; instead, he claims salvation is brought about by “Troy’s renown” (1.568). 

So, contrary to Parry’s claim, the “obscurity and namelessness [of the fallen]” is not removed by 

the “imperium of art” (122); on the contrary, the individuals are only represented through the 

imperium of Troy. Moreover, it is even more questionable that Virgil approves of Aeneas’ 

consolation. For as Parry mentions, the picture is situated on the wall of Carthage, and beside the 

picture is Juno’s temple and the exact place where the Carthaginian excavates Juno’s token, “the 

head of a spirited horse… an augury of success in war and a prosperous people” (1.544-545). So, 

in context, this scene also shows Aeneas’ lack of awareness of the imminent danger, which 

foreshadows his later encounter with Dido. For Aeneas blindly laminates the fall of Troy while 

standing beside a temple dedicated to the very Goddess that helps to destroy Troy and 

“mingling” with the Carthaginians who are gifted by that Goddess (1.535-539). Furthermore, the 

gift is not only reminiscent of the instrument that allows the Greeks to destroy Troy but also acts 

as an augury of success in war and prosperity of those Carthaginians (1.544-545). So, the 

emptiness of Aeneas’ feeding seems to reflect his neglect of his newly acquired leadership, thus 

casting his seeking consolation through the picture as his failing. Aeneas’ lamentation of the past 
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is also directly connected by Virgil to the suffering of the future. For the pictorial representation 

of Aeneas in combat against the eastern ranks and Penthesilea, who is explicitly described as “a 

warrior queen daring to do battle with man,” immediately transitions to the sight of Dido and her 

beauty (1.604-612). This imagery seems to suggest that the continuation of the struggles, 

sufferings of the past and Aeneas’ neglect of his role in his encounter with Dido. Overall, this 

scene serves to contextualize the first major plot point, Aeneas’ encounter with Dido. But more 

importantly, Virgil establishes in the very beginning that the themes of glory and suffering only 

find unity in the nation. 

Parry claims that Aeneas’ love affair with Dido further shows Aeneas’ failure and 

powerlessness as a hero under the control of destiny (115-116,119-120). But Parry’s portrayal of 

Dido as a heroine defiled by Aeneas, the failed hero, still relies on the framework of the 

individual virtue in contradiction with social forces (119). Contrary to Parry’s assumption, both 

Aeneas and Dido are only individuals in so far as they contribute their individual quality to their 

social role. And their situation is only tragic to the extent that there is a mismatch between their 

individual qualities and their social role. First, Dido’s role as the head of a people is established 

in the conversation between Venus and Juno. For they view the union of Aeneas and Dido as the 

“mingling of the races” (4.130). Second, when Dido falls into “unspeakable love,” all of the 

work on the menacing wall, the hallmark of the city, immediately stops (4.100-105). So, it is 

evident here that Virgil ties Dido’s emotional state directly to the progress of the city. And Dido 

does not have an existence independent from the state of Carthage. One can also observe from 

Virgil’s framing of Aeneas’ transition to leadership, the positive affirmation of the role requires 

the combination of familial, national, and divine approval. In contrast, Dido betrays all three 

levels validation. For on the familial level, her being consumed by love causes her to lose her 
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“sense of shame,” which ultimately leads her to break her vow to her husband (4.66,646). On the 

national level, unable to control her passion, she ultimately “destroyed yourself [Dido], me 

[Dido’s sister], the Sidonian elders,” and the city itself (4.795-796). Moreover, she commands 

the Tyrians to be forever at war with the descendants of Aeneas (4.724-725), thus submitting all 

subsequent generation of her people under the same passion that destroys Carthage. Finally, on 

the divine level, her rule is ominous from the start as Virgil portrays the cause of her coming into 

power as “stain[ing] our household gods with blood” directly in contrast with the household god 

carried by Aeneas’ father (4.25). Despite Venus’ role in unleashing Dido’s passion, all these 

failings seem to be an outcome of her inability, “satisfy[ing] her soul…burned with desires when 

she gazed at the boy… equally moved at the sight of the gifts” (1.870-874). And Virgil further 

notes that these desires “dooms her to a wretched end” (1.871). However, he also seems to 

suggest that these failings are not simply an outcome of her individual flaw; instead, the flaw is 

generalized to the whole womenkind. For as Mercury teaches Aeneas, “a woman is a worrisome 

and fickle thing” (4.570).  

On the other hand, for Aeneas, his love affair with Dido is the first challenge against his 

leadership. As Parry observes, since Dido is a clear reference to Cleopatra, Aeneas can very well 

be Antony (115-116). However, although following the path of Antony by being integrated into 

the foreign culture (4.295-299), Aeneas is awakened by Mercury to his duty and the “queen’s 

passion” (4.315-316). This allows Aeneas to transcend his personal failing through divine aid, 

which frames Aeneas’ leaving Dido as a positive act. Although Dido is indeed “defile[d]” as 

Parry suggests (115), Aeneas is not the defiler, for he stays “loyal and true” (4.455). Instead, 

judging from the context, she is defiled by the circumstance in which she as a woman is placed 

into a leadership role. For as Virgil suggests, her death is “neither fated nor deserved, but [she 
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died] before her day and in the heat of passion” (B4 812-813). Virgil seems to put forward a 

position that both pities and criticizes Dido. Since the criticism of Dido focuses on her natural 

inability to control her passion (4.570), it only makes sense that Dido’s pitiable death is not fated 

and before her time because she is placed into power through tragic circumstances. And her 

death is not deserved because her failure is an outcome of her nature. So, Aeneas’ love affair 

with Dido serves as a critique of women’s leadership that stands in contrast with Aeneas’. These 

themes put forth by Virgil seem to suggest his choice of starting the Aeneid with this encounter 

serves to frame the work as one of development. For starting the work with Aeneas’ neglect of 

his role provides a starting point for the development of a true social order. Moreover, Scholars 

such as Beck have also identified Aeneas' lack of awareness (specifically in his lamentation of 

the past, but if the previous analysis of this scene is valid, the lack of awareness continues 

throughout his interaction with Dido) as a distinct element that Virgil adds to the Homeric 

Ecphrasis (539). This additional element also seems to suggest a shift of emphasis away from 

individual heroism to the constitution of the social order in which individuals are components.  

It is important to note, the story of Dido takes place in between Aeneas’ transition into a 

leadership role and the solidification of different social roles signified by the funeral games. For 

after the Trojans leave Carthage, following “what the wind wants,” they arrive in a friendly land 

that holds Aeneas’ “father’s bones” (5.33,37). So, Virgil shows that the funeral rites and games 

do not occur by chance but by will. The first three sports in the funeral game are competition 

between social equals, which are reflected both in the activities and the prizes. First, in terms of 

activity, the boat race is the competition of command in which the honor (5.200), piety (265), 

and command (170-270) of the noble leaders determine the outcome. The nobility is further 

reflected in the top price, a cloak that depicts a royal hunting scene (5.286). The second activity, 
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running, is depicted as the masses racing through “filth” (5.374). And in this competition among 

the “crowd,” all are rewarded as “no one leaves without winning a price” (5.332,345). Finally, 

the boxing match is the competition between warriors in which even the elderly stand up to serve 

his duty (5.443). So, the competitions distinctly mark the social role of different individuals 

governed harmoniously through Aeneas’ leadership. For in all three sports, Virgil constantly 

emphasizes Aeneas’ role as a paternalistic leader not only through explicit references such as his 

piety, role as a “good father,” and being the “true son of Anchises” (5.325,403,276) but also 

through his just distribution of prizes and mitigation of social problems. For example, after the 

foot race, Aeneas satisfies the displeased Nisus as a paternal figure (5.403). And at the end of the 

boxing match, Aeneas holds back Entellus “in his bitter rage” (5.511). Although the archery 

competition that comes after “invites all comers,” it is ultimately the “a sudden marvel… 

mystical portent” that chooses Actus as the winner (5.576,577). This shows that even the just 

Aeneas has to follow the divine will by proclaiming Actus the “foremost champion” (5.595,596). 

Thus, Virgil not only portrays a harmonious human social order but also places the mystical, 

divine above it. Finally, the ceremonial troop of boys rides in formations each with a leader in a 

traditional manner (5.619). And the leaders are described to be “destined to increase the Italian 

race” and “bearing their ancestors’ faces” (5.624,638) showing both the positive preservation of 

the established social roles exemplified in the funeral games and the revival of the traditional 

Trojan social order extending into future generations. 

So, when the events from the first five books are analyzed in relation to each other, the 

central thesis to which they orient can be clearly identified. The two sides that Parry identifies in 

these scenes are the different phases of the process in which the tragic past is transcended by the 

proper constitution of different social roles. If one were to continue such an analysis to the end of 
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the work, one finds that all events in the Aeneid are interrelated to create this narrative. For 

example, the golden bough when interpreted in combination with events such as the funeral 

games, reincarnation of the soul, and the subsequent struggles take on the meaning of permission 

to dominate, contrary to Brooks’ analysis (Brooks, cited by Parry), which is purely based on the 

scene in itself with supplementary historical considerations. Furthermore, subsequent events such 

as the carnage of the Latium war should be analyzed in combination with factors such as the 

state of political leadership (such as Aeneas’ absence and Turnus’ avoidance of the duel). 

However, it is important to note that it is still unclear to what degree Virgil intends the poem to 

be a glorification of Rome. For the social order that he develops through the work is an idealistic 

order. Thus, it is also possible that Virgil criticizes Rome from the standpoint of the ideal Rome. 

So, one would have to analyze to what degree the ideal order portrayed in the Aeneid match the 

social-political order of Augustinian Rome before making any definitive assertions. 
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